Mitral annular dynamics during rapid atrial pacing.
Ovine mitral annular area (MAA) reduction predominantly occurs before ventricular systole. We used the myocardial marker methods to investigate left atrial and MAA dynamics during rapid atrial pacing. Seven sheep underwent implantation of 21 myocardial markers around the mitral annulus, the left ventricle and left atrium. After 7 to 10 days, animals were studied with biplane videofluoroscopy to determine 3-dimensional marker coordinates unpaced and during rapid atrial pacing at 140 minutes(-1). Left ventricle volume, left atrial volume (LAV), and MAA were calculated from marker coordinates. End diastole (ED) was defined at peak of the electrocardiogram R wave; times of minimum MAA and minimum LAV were expressed relative to ED (t = 0). Percent reduction in MAA and LAV were calculated from maximum and minimum values between diastole and early systole. The time of minimum MAA occurred earlier relative to ED during rapid pacing compared with control (-48 +/- 21 vs 19 +/- 14 msec; P <.001), as did the time of minimum LAV (-47 +/- 18 vs 4 +/- 16 msec; P <.001). Minimum MAA and LAV were significantly smaller with rapid pacing (6. 8 +/- 0.6 vs 6.5 +/- 0.5 cm(2); P <.05, respectively; and 15.4 +/- 2. 4 vs 16.5 +/- 2.3 mL; P <.01, respectively), and a relatively greater fractional reduction in MAA and LAV was observed during presystole. Rapid atrial pacing resulted in greater MAA and LAV reduction, both of which occurred entirely during diastole. This study supports the notion that MAA reduction is closely linked to LA dynamics.